18 CAMPS

INTERNACIONAL

Camp

Rialp '20

FUN WITH OR WITHOUT

LANGUAGE CLASSES

Why choose
Camp Rialp?

Location
Hotel EUROSKI, a 4 star facility is where Camp Rialp is settle. It is
located in Incles, one of the most beautiful valleys of the Pyrenees,
on the ski slopes of Soldeu-El Tarter.
This fabulous and spectacular location, surrounded by mountains
and rivers, makes it an ideal landscape to enjoy nature, learn French
English, Spanish or Chinese in a communicative way. You will enjoy all
sort of sports, make friends from different countries, have lots of fun
and make it the best summer of your life.

"Recognised as one
of the best Junior
camps in Europe"

The International camps
with MORE camps to
choose, witH MORE options
and MORE fun

Dates

WE OFFER
18 INTERNATIONAL CAMPS
WITH OR WITHOUT
LANGUAGE CLASSES
(ENGLISH, FRENCH,
SPANISH OR CHINESE).
COME AND DO SPORTS,
ENJOY ADVENTURES AND
HAVE A LOT OF FUN!

Departures

From 29/06
to 24/07

ADVENTURE - ACTIVE ADV - MULTI ADV
DISCOVERY - DANCE - ACTING - KARTING
SKATING - HORSE - PHOTO - MAGIC - MOTO
OFF ROAD - MOTO RACING

From 05/07 to 24/07

DH BIKE - GOLF - EXTREME - TENNIS/PADDLE

From: Barcelona, Lleida,
Madrid, Zaragoza,
Valencia, Castellon,
Bilbao, San Sebastian,
Pamplona, Toulouse
and Barcelona Airport.

From 05/07 to 18/07

SOCCER - BASKET - VOICE

Ages

1st WEEK

2nd WEEK

3rd WEEK

4th WEEK

From 29/06 to 05/07

From 29/06 to 11/07

From 29/06 to 18/07

From 29/06 to 24/07

From 05/07 to 11/07

From 05/07 to 18/07

From 05/07 to 24/07

-

From 12/07 to 18/07

From 12/06 to 24/07

-

-

-

-

From 18/07 to 24/07

-

Adventure, Dance, Golf, Photo, Magic
and Xtreme Camps from 6 to 16
years old.
Basketball, Horse, Soccer, Off Road
Moto, Racing Moto, Tennis-Paddle,
Discovery, Karting, Acting, Skating
and Voice Camps from 8 to 16 years
old. DH Bike Camp from 10 to 16
years old.

25% of international
participants
We have participants from over 22 DIFFERENT
COUTRIES: Spain, Andorra, France, Italy, Germany,
Switzerland, Russia, Ukraine, Slovenia, Norway, USA,
UK, Ireland, Mexico, Colombia, Dubai and China.
DAY CAMP OPTION: Camps from 09:45am to
19:30pm, lunch included.
An option for local people living in Andorra who want
to participate in the classes and/or activities during
2 · Camp
the
day. Rialp

Choose
different
camps or
combine them!
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the Hotel

General Information

Facilities and Accommodation

Supervision

Monitors

EUROSKI Hotel**** is open EXCLUSIVELY for the
young learners of Camp Rialp. The Hotel has modern
and comfortable rooms for 2, 3 or 4 people with
beautiful views, a private bathroom and a hairdryer.
Cleaning service and towel change are provided
every day. All bedrooms have:

Camp Rialp participants are accompanied by their
group monitor and by the activity leader and always
under the supervision of the management team.
The composition of the groups are between 10 and
12 students each, and they have their own monitor/
supervisor plus the coordination staff supervision.

Camp Rial monitors have appropriate qualifications
and are international. All of them have been
interviewed and selected by Camp Rialp
Management. All of them have received a detailed
training both theoretical and practical before the
beginning of the Camp, adapted to the specific
interests of every Camp, making it an unforgettable
experience for all participants.

Wifi

Air
Conditioning

Direct
Telephone

Fridge

Food

Safe

English class
Satellite
Television
Magnetic
door locks

FREE WIFI

Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffet Restaurant.
Bar with a terrace-solarium.
Play Station and Wii room
Heated swimming pool and jacuzzi.
Common room with television and games.
2 cinema rooms with large screen televisions.
Laundry service once a week.
Activities field: football, volleyball, badminton,
mini golf, quad circuit, gymkhanas, etc…

• Classrooms and rooms for activities,

meetings, private disco, table football, pingpong, snooker and arcade games.

• Instructors and monitors present on every
floor of the hotel.
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Practice & speaking. ENGLISH 100%.
The classes are from Monday to Friday, from
09.45am to 01.00pm divided by levels and ages
(according to the knowledge of every student)
and based on TRINITY COLLEGE LONDON exams.
On the first day the participants will do a level
test and will be given a corresponding workbook.
During the following days the teachers will check
if the level is appropriate. If the students are not
comfortable at their level, necessary changes will
be made, going up or down a level, so that the
students can make the most of their learning
during their stay. At the end of the Camp they
will take home all work material done in class,
a certificate with the results obtained and a
diploma.
Camp Rialp has been accredited as a Trinity
Registered Examination Center.

French, Spanish and Chinese classes follow the
same methodology.

Behaviour
During the stay we insist on having civil
behaviour and politeness rules. These may be
small points but they have a big impact on our
daily life at the Camp and allow us to make
it a happy and enriching experience. All the
monitors and teachers will daily remind students
things like: responsibility, respect, fellowness and
mutual help, tidiness, sporting spirit, table good
manners, respect for the environment, etc.

Camp Rialp menus are designed to provide
balanced protein and vitamin intake, necessary
for all the activities, and to ensure a healthy diet.
Apart from breakfast, lunch and dinner, there
will be sandwiches and snacks in the mornings.
Meals will be served in a buffet style where our
young and hungry campers can eat as much as
they like and come back for second helpings. The
hotel staff is on hand if they need anything. If a
student has any problems with food types or has
allergies, please tell us on the registration form.
*Special menus can be provided for example Gluten free etc.

Medical service
At Camp Rialp we have a qualified emergency
first aid on duty at all times. Their job is also to
administer medication if it is necessary. For cases
that requirie medical care, Canillo Health Center
and Hospital of Our Lady of Meritxell in Escaldes
are both close by.
We do not allow youngsters to self-medicate
and we do not recommend that children bring
medicines with them if they are not essential.
If you have essential medicine then you will
be required to deliver it to the nurse on your
arrival. If a child needs medication during their
stay, any expenses incurred will be the parents’
responsibility. Participants should bring a copy
of the travelers application form to Camp or
otherwise, your private health insurance card.
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Time Schedule

Camps WITH classes

Workshops

Thanks to the fabulous facilities the
hotel has to offer participants can do
all sorts of different sports (football,
volleyball, badminton ping-pong,
etc.) and use all the facilities of the
Hotel in their free time.

• Karaoke: Enjoy singing and showing off your voice.
• Robotics: Experience the magic of science and technology by
building your own robot.
• DJ: Learn how the equipment works and how to mix music.
• Photo/Video: Look for the best angle, light, and learn to take the
best photos/videos.
• Dance: Enjoy different types of dance classes and styles.
• Makeup: : Learn how to apply make-up and look like a star.
• Become a top Chef: Learn how to make delicious dishes that look
as good as they taste.
Evening workshop programme may be subject to change.

Also, at night time, you can choose
between different activities: big
screen cinema, television, games
room workshops, night time games
indoor and outdoor, quizzes, various
activities, board games (Parcheesi,
game of goose, checkers, chess,
monopoly, trivia…), speak on
WhatsApp or telephone, bar, etc.

Timetable

Choose the best
option for you!
Morning

Other activities

English, French,
Spanish or
Chinese classes
in the morning.

English
French, Spanish
Chinese

(subject to change)

From Monday to Friday:

TIMETABLE

An entertaining social program
will be on offer, activities, various
sports, competitions, gymkhanas,
games swimming pool, disco
cinema, multi-adventure and an
excursion to Andorra la Vella to ‘’go
shopping’’ (our young campers are
not allowed to buy any dangerous
and sharp objects like knives,
sprays, compressed air, etc. Failure
to respect this rule will result in
immediate expulsion).
Optionally Camp Rialp offers a new
and exciting trip to Port Aventura,
Ferrari Land or the Barcelona
Tour Experience.

WHAT WILL WE DO?

08:15-08:45

Get up and get ready

Tidy bedrooms

08:45-09:30

Breakfast

Have breakfast with good manners

09:30-09:45

Go to activities

Get to activities

09:45-10:40

Classes, Discovery, Multi or
Active Adventure

Enjoy the camp or classes

10:40-10:50

Break

Break or bathroom break

10:50-11:45

Classes, Discovery, Multi or
Active Adventure

Enjoy the Camp or go to classes

11:45-12:05

Break

Eat sandwich or break or bathroom

12:05-13:00

Classes, Discovery, Multi or
Active Adventure

Enjoy the CAMP or go classes

13:00-14:00

FREE TIME, garden, pool or
break

Get changed or go to the games
room

14:00-14:15

Get changed for evening
activities

Go to room

14:15-14:30

Go downstairs with a monitor
for lunch

No going downstairs without
monitor

14:30-15:15

Lunch

Dinner with good manners

15:15-15:30

Clean teeth

Brush teeth

15:30-16:00

Departures for sports

Collect snack and do activities

16:00-19:00

Adventure-Basket-Soccer-Photo-Golf-Horse Voice-Dance-Xtreme-Karting –Magic-DH Bike-Acting Tennis/Paddle- Off Road o
Racing Moto Camp-Skating

Obey the monitors and have a
good time

19:00-19:30

Return from sports

Behave well on the bus

19:30-20:00

FREE TIME, garden, pool or
break

Go to the rooms or get changed

20:00-20:15

Get changed for dinner

Be in rooms and wait for monitor

20:15-20:30

Go downstairs with monitor for
dinner

Don’t leave without monitor

20:30-21:15

Dinner

Dinner with manners

21:15-23:00

FREE TIME , ACTIVITIES or
workshops.

23:00-23:05
23:05-08:00

ADVENTURE CAMP

SKATING CAMP

PHOTO CAMP

VOICE CAMP

The best adventure

The pleasure
of ice skating

Capture your
emotions

Express your vocal skills

BASKET CAMP

HORSE CAMP

TENNIS PADDLE CAMP

GOLF CAMP

Take it to the hoop!

Horse riding surrounded
by nature

Improve your
racket skills

A classy sport

XTREME CAMP

OFF ROAD MOTO CAMP

ACTING CAMP

KARTING CAMP

Freestyle in its
pure form

Learn, spin out and jump

Feel free to be the
protagonist

Learn how to drive

Choose an activity

Go to bedrooms to sleep

Get changed for bed

MAGIC CAMP

DANCE CAMP

SOCCER CAMP

DH BIKE CAMP

SLEEP-REST

SLEEP-REST

Experience the magic
and the fantasy

Enjoy dancing
choreographies

Feel the passion of soccer

An exciting downhill
mountain bike experience

Afternoon

Saturdays
and Sundays

ACTIVITY

Choose the camp you like the
most for the afternoons:

Saturdays and Sundays:
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Mornings

Gymkhanas and competitions

Saturdays and Sundays

Evenings

Activities workshops and
excursions

Have a good time

Nights

Disco or cinema

Have a good time
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Camps WITHOUT classes

Choose one of these morning camps:
Active

Instead of doing English classes in
the mornings, you do an English
program whilst enjoying nature
and in the evenings you can
choose the camp you wish, or you
can combine whichever different
camps you want.
During the morning, enjoy nature
to the full, doing activities in
English with specialized monitors,
flora and fauna routes, orientation
activities in the mountains, treks,
survival workshops (fire and cabins),
excursions and workshops in
English.
We will get to know one of the
most beautiful valleys of the
Andorran mountains, the Vall
d’Incles with fantastic excursions to
refuges and lakes, and we will go
up some of the peaks of this very

beautiful park, discovering its nooks
and ponds. Moreover, we will get
to know distinct tracks that pass
through the paths of incredible
beauty and it all leaves from the
same Hotel.

Rafting, quads, archery, cayoning,
horse riding, quads, karting and guided
excursions.

In the afternoons you will do the
camp you have chosen: Adventure,
Soccer, Basket, Tennis/Paddle,
Voice, Xtreme, Horse, Dance,
Acting, Golf, Photo, DH Bike,
Robotics, Karting, Off Road Moto
Camp or Racing Moto Camp.
A combination of adventure,
exploration and impactful
nature, will do wonders for the
participants.
English only is spoken during the
camp.

Motorbike
racing camp in
the morning.

Enjoy of the
adventure sports
in the morning.

The programme is designed for two
weeks. If you join for only one week, you
will not get to try each sport / activity.

In the morning,
enjoy nature and
learn English in the
afternoon choose
the camp you prefer.

Multi

Our multi adventure
camp it’s a super funny
and varied program which
is done in the morning
and in the afternoon.
It includes: Rafting,
canyoning, karting,
climbing, climbing, tree
top adventure, archery,
quads, zip cording and
excursions

And in the afternoon do the camp that you've chosen:

ADVENTURE CAMP

HORSE CAMP

KARTING CAMP
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PHOTO CAMP

TENNIS PADDLE CAMP

MAGIC CAMP

GOLF CAMP

DANCE CAMP

ACTING CAMP

XTREME CAMP

VOICE

BASKET CAMP

OFF ROAD MOTO CAMP

RACING MOTOCAMP

SOCCER CAMP

SKATING CAMP

DH BIKE CAMP
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Canoing, Rafting,
Canyoning, Quads,
Multiadventure
circuit Zipline, Horse
riding and Archery

CANYONING

Enjoy nature and
adventure in a fun
and safe way

Climbing wall

Enjoy nature and adventure in a fun and safe way
The adventure sports camp are organised in
groups of different levels and ages from Monday
to Thursday; under the supervision of specialised
monitors. Each one is highly qualified in their
particular activity.
Duration and implementation of activities is
different and depend on many factors, so there
may be changes in their location or time or
changes in the type of activity performed.
This type of activity has been thought of so
that the participants can enjoy nature and
“adventure” in a completely safe and risk free
environment.
The sports that they will practice are: RAFTING,
CANOEING, HORSE RIDING, MULIT-ADVENTURE,
ROCKCLIMBING, KARTING, ZIPLINING, RIVER
DESCENT/CANYONING, ARCHERY and QUADS
The programme is designed for two weeks. The
participants willing to stay only for one week,
they will not be able to do every sport or activity.

Multiadventure
circuit and zip line

Archery

Example:
GROUP MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

A

Horse
riding

Canyoning

Quads and
archery

Rafting or
canoeing

Excursion

B

Canyoning

Quads and
archery

Horse riding

Rafting or
canoeing

Excursion

C

Quads
and
Horse riding
archery

Canyoning

Excursion

Rafting or
canoeing

Rockclimbing

Tree-top
adventure

Climbing wall

Mountain
park

Option

Gymkhana

Quads
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Horse riding

RAFTING

Canoeing
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Block,
throw
and dunk

Experience
the passion
of football

Objectives
The aim of this camp is to learn or improve
your basketball technique, combined with
exercises to enjoy this great sport and to keep
fit.
The Basketball Camp takes place in a
regulatory basketball court. Participants
have a daily three-hour basketball training
from Monday to Friday where they take
different types of classes: technical, physical
or theoretical. The teachers and monitors
are specialised and the Camp provides the
equipment for this activity.

Objectives
The end goal of this camp is for our young learners
to begin or, even, perfect the most practiced sport
in Europe-football; at the same time prioritizing
on the English language, having fun and to try to
make this camp an unforgettable experience.
This camp takes place on an artificial football turf,
in a place surrounded by mountains and rivers; it
is the best place to practice soccer.
Football camp takes place for 3 hours daily
(from Monday to Friday). Football techniques
are practiced with specialized coaches and
experienced instructors. Daily training will consist
of learning and / or development of football, to
strengthen physical fitness and learn new skills
and team tactics, as well as passing, dribbling,
shots on goal, etc. The participants are divided
into different groups according to their age and
knowledge, making football matches between
them.
Each participant will need to bring their own
specific sports gear, football boots and shin
guards. Balls, bibs and other distinctive material
are provided by Camp Rialp.
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OBJECTIVES

An exciting
downhill
adventure

Is your HOBBY skating, going on a scooter
or a BMX? 360ºeXtrem is an indoor freestyle
centre where you can practice and improve
all your tricks. Whether you are a beginner
or a pro at 360ºeXtrem you will be able
to improve and learn everything you have
always wanted to do with the utmost safety
possible. From now on, there are no more
inconveniences because of the weather or
the facilities. Now is your moment to practice
all sports in the same place!
All the modalities take place in the indoor
360eXtrem freestyle centre of Andorra. You
can practice infinite disciplines there: free
ski, snowboarding, snow, skate, scooter, BMX,
roller-skating... all in a magnificent, safe and
fun environment.
One to one classes are not available for
scootes, bike, skate or rollers. The participants
will have to be self-taught.
Everybody is supposed to bring their own
material.

*It is mandatory to have a private medical insurance.

OBJECTIVES
This Camp is about combining the learning of
English with Down Hill descent in a safe way
and in surrounded by nature.
It takes place on the ski slopes of Vallnord and
has different routes and levels of cross-country
slope of slopestyle and the itineraries
It is performed on beginner type tracks with
an expert guide and technical support in all
areas. It will definitely be an unforgettable
experience for the participants, where they will
discover this biking technique. It is fun, exciting
and full of adrenaline in a safe and controlled
environment. You will also be able to download
some of the itineraries.
For those who do not want to bring their own
material from home or for those who do not
have own equipment, bikes and need for
practical aims supplied: Sportswear, shorts,
gloves, sunglasses, helmet, kneepads and body
protectors.
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OBJECTIVES
• Enjoy DOWNHILL biking
• Discover new places and have a good time
• DH biking techniques

Practice the sport
you like the most
and try to improve
your tricks!

• Learn English and the DH biking techniques

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
• Ages from 10-16 years
• Know how to cycle

*It is mandatory to have a private
medical insurance.

You can bring your
own equipment or
rent it in Camp Rialp.
(Skate, Scooter, Bmx).

FREESTYLE
in its pure
SHAPE

OBJECTIVES
The activity takes place in a circuit designed for all levels,
from beginner to expert.
Participants will be able to enjoy the visit for
professional riders during the Camp.
The main objective of Moto Camp is to learn and have
fun, applying different techniques on the bike, from
its main operation and use, to the practice of different
modalities like on the dirt-track (learning skids),
endurance, safety engineering, etc. Participants will
receive theoretical and practical classes from Monday
to Friday by the skilled professional rider Ferran Casas
(official Speed Championship rider of Spain and
World Championship Superbike WSSP, with extensive
experience in speed, supermotard, motocross and Dirttrack).
All participants will ride a Honda CRF 100 4 speed. It
is without a doubt one of the most fun motorcycles to
start learning. For younger guests, there is a unit of the
Honda CRF 50 4-speed automatic bike.

OBJECTIVES
During the three-hour long activity, all participants
will follow a specific programme with specific
physical warm-ups, security measures, and mandatory
verification of all the equipment by the rider, track time
determination, and other type of exercises.
Each participant must bring their own equipment
including: boots, helmet, gloves, trousers, endurance
shirts, kneepads and body protectors; in the case of not
having something, you can rent equipment on request
when registering.
For “CAMP RIALP” the main objectives of the
programme are:
• Learn to ride a motorbike in total safety and enjoy
an amazing environment
• Improve your level of English
• Enjoy yourself and have a good time
*It is mandatory to have a private medical insurance.

Learn, spin
out and jump.
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Enjoy the Racing Moto
Camp in the morning and
choose the Camp that you
prefer in the afternoon
Would you like to learn how to ride a racing motorbike?
In this camp you will learn to ride it and you will improve
your skills and practice in a real speed circuit.
The speed circuit is located in 2400m above sea level
and is 1500m long. It has the perfect conditions to run
(resurfaced circuit) with different lines to gain practical
diversity.
The participants will have 5 different kinds of
motorbikes: one Pitbike (a small Supermotard), an
electrical motorbike for the beginners, a MiniGp
motorbike (a small version of a racing motorbike), one
Supermotard 250cc motorbike with Moto3 wheels, and
a Supermotard 450cc for advanced riders.

CIRCUIT ANDORRA
Pas de la Casa
The Camp is headed by Ferran Casas (Spanish National
championship CEV) and Ruben Xaus (ex-moto GP racer).
The participants will meet famous riders in the Camp.
The classes will include 3 hours per day with theoretical
and practical content. In our lessons you will learn how
to ride a Moto, how to make technical exercises like
touching the ground with the knee or with the elbow,
how to turn faster, when or how accelerate, how to get
on the right position, break techniques etc. All these
lessons will be given combining different motorbikes to
learn how to ride each one.
We will never forget that the main objective of this camp
is learning, having fun and enjoy our camp.
And that’s not all! This year we will raffle 2 VIP tickets for
a MOTO GP race.
*It is mandatory to have a private medical insurance.

Technique, adrenaline
and concentration
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OBJECTIVES
A camp designed for young
people who like the world of
karting and want to learn how
to drive a kart.
During the camp you will
learn how to drive the racing
line, overtake, brake, riding
techniques and tactics, where
to look at, the right position,
the parts of a kart and plenty
other things. The classes will be
theoretical and practical and
will take into consideration the
safety regulations
The program and the course
will take place in Karting Marc
Gené in a speed track located
in Pas de la Casa (Andorra). It
is managed and supervised by

The pleasure of
ice skating

OBJECTIVES

NEW
CAMP!

Learn how to ice skate and spin, jump
and even perform stunts in the air! Ice
skating will make you improve your
balance, flexibility and concentration.

Alex Bercianos, an expert rally
driver and a driver instructor.
Participants must bring
their own overalls or rent the
overalls from Karting Camp
Rialp - Marc Gené.
Karting Camp is not suitable
for those who have a
federation license or have
participated in an official
championship.
The objectives are learning to
drive a kart and training in a
constructive and safe way.

Learn to
drive

Both if you are a beginner, or if you
want to improve your skills this Camp
is perfect for you.
Ice Skating Camp will take place in
Palau de Gel d’Andorra and you will
be taught the best figure skating
techniques for you to be able to put
them into practice.
This Camp is suitable for starters and
for those who have an intermediate
level.
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OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

Horse riding surrounded by nature.

It takes place in a designated room
in the hotel facilities. This camp is
designed for students to learn and,
most of all, for them to enjoy different
styles of dance, be it Hip Hop, Funky,
Jazz, Musical and Dance Mix (Rock,
Latin dance...). It is intended both
for participants who have never
danced, and for those who already
have experience on it. Dancing fosters
many values, such as companionship,
friendship, attention, expression,
relaxation, and, of course, FUN!
Come and discover the feelings that
are expressed through dance with
specialised teachers. At the end of each
week there will be a "performance" in
front of all participants of Camp Rialp.

by nature and will be returning at midday
the following day. This excursion cannot be
guaranteed on the last week.

The participants will enjoy one and a half hours
of contact with the horses and horse riding
lessons every afternoon, to learn and get to
know everything related to the equestrian
world in the best horse riding school in
Andorra. After that, for there will be a 45
minute-long horseback ride through forest
paths accompanied by monitors.

During this activity, the participants will be
accompanied by monitors of Camp Rialp and
by monitors and staff from the horse riding
school. The director of the school will help from
a ‘jeep’. Camp Rialp will provide the dinner and
breakfast as well as a picnic brought on the
‘jeep’. Equipment needed: a helmet, jodhpurs,
suitable shoes/jodhpur boots and a backpack
with spare clothes, rain a jacket, a water bottle
and a sleeping bag.

Every Thursday, after the horse-riding classes,
every participant will go on a horseback ride
riding their own horse through the mountains,
staying over to sleep in facilities surrounded

Enjoy dancing
choreographies
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This camp is designed for lovers of horse
riding and for those who love horses and the
equestrian world.

Technique, adrenaline
and concentration
Camp Rialp · 21

Express your
vocal skills

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this camp is for the
participant to learn how to sing and improve
their vocal skills.

Explore this misterious world and find out how
to make the best magic tricks.

For its implementation there will be a
specialist monitor in music and singing
and an assistant monitor to coordinate the
different types, to enhance and develop the
talent that everyone has inside.
At the weekend there will be a festival with
a "jury" but there will be no winners. All
participants will be able to demonstrate their
skills and express their musical talent during
the Camp.

Experience the
magic and
the fantasy

A fascinating Camp where participants can
feel inside a daydream, enjoy their passion
and learn English.

OBJECTIVES

This camp is ideal to discover the world of the
theatre and acting. We will work and enhance
body expression and language skills, your
imagination, we will learn how to perform
and to express yourself with your voice and
body, developing the ability to interact on
stage with other participants, performing
before the camera and seeing the result of it
on screen to be able to adapt and modify the
interpretation.

Learn how to express your emotions and
improve your creativity in the photos with the
help of specialized monitors.

You will learn how to make the best
introductions, how to keep up the mystery
throughout the show, different magic gags and
many other useful things that will help you be
extra resourceful and overcome stage fright.
Surprise your family and friends using the skills
you learnt.

Capture
your emotions

All kind of arts have its own technique and in
this camp we will show it to you.
The activity will take place in the afternoon
and in different inside and outside scenarios.
We will show you how to take photos, how
to improve the shooting techniques and the
capacities to capture digital imaging.

We will follow a dynamic programme, in a
fun way, using different methods of learning,
relaxation, improvisation, vocalisation,
expression, spontaneity and acting.
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Show your skills and the new magic tricks that
we will teach you at Camp Rialp and render all
your friends speechless. You will be able to learn
how to perform the best magic tricks without
your friends knowing your secrets. Discover most
amazing secrets.

But back home you should remember that a
magician does not reveal his or her tricks!

OBJECTIVES

At the end of the camp a short film will be
shot, in which each participant has a role.

NEW
CAMP!

Feel free to be
the protagonist

You will learn photo capturing rules,
composition, illumination, focus location
and different techniques. You will use image
editing software to edit the pictures you take
and you may be able to film videos too.
We will upload some of the best photos to our
Facebook and Instagram accounts every day.
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WEEKEND EXCURSIONS (OPTIONAL)
Improve your
racket skills

port aventura

OBJECTIVES
The activity takes place in
a regulatory tennis and
paddle court located in
Andorra, sharing the natural
surroundings and next
to a river and mountains.
3 hours of tennis lessons
taught daily by specialised
teachers and monitors. The
camp is prepared to instruct
participants at all levels that
will be separated into different
groups by levels and ages.
Camp Rialp wants the Paddle
and Tennis Camp to be a
wonderful experience, to
help participants improve
their technique, the level of
play and also enjoy playing
several matches, games and

tournaments to make it as fun
as possible during the Camp
and of course, make friends.
Beginners and younger kids
will be taught things like
picking up and holding the
racket properly and the right
feet position. Expert players
will be able to improve and
develop more advanced
techniques, also set a physical
level, because we believe that
if you are taught well, that
knowledge lasts for your entire
life.
It is mandatory to bring
your own tennis and paddle
rackets.

Port Aventura Park is the theme park where you will live
exciting adventures and experiences touring six thematic areas:
Mediterrània, Polynesia, China, México, Sésamoaventura and Far
West. In the park you can enjoy thrilling rides on: Shambhala,
Tutuki Splash, Furius Baco, Dragon Khan, El Diablo-Tren de la
Mina, Tomahawk, Stampida, Silver River Flume,… You can also
watch original shows set in each of the areas of Port Aventura
and buy fun souvenirs in the stores to remember your visit.

FERRARI LAND
Live the authentic Ferrari experience in more than 70,000 m2 of
excitement, adrenaline and fun. A unique theme park in Europe
where you can enjoy an exciting experience with your family
and discover all the secrets of the mythical Italian brand and its
creator, Enzo Ferrari.
Get ready to accelerate your emotions and let your passion
overflow. Let the speed invade you, while accelerating from 0 to
180 km/h in just 5 seconds. Compete with family on a great race
track and climb to the spectacular and incredible attractions of
Ferrari Land.
PRICE: € 90. All included.
• Round trip transport Camp Rialp Andorra – Port Aventura.
• Tickets to the theme park.
• Breakfast, lunch voucher for a restaurant and a packed
lunch-snack.

OBJECTIVES
It takes place in
the highest golf course in
Europe at a 2250 m altitude.

A classy
sport

Participants will access the
course in an 8-seater cable car
at Soldeu. A 9-hole par 33, one
par 5 of 500m, 4 par 4s and 4
par 3s, with a length of 2,590m
and 16 hectares. Everything
located at a height where you
can enjoy one of the most
wonderful views in Andorra.
Participants will play golf for
2 hours and a half a day from
Monday to Friday, and they
will practice and be taught by
qualified teachers.
The facilities available to
participants are: practice
range, golf course, changing
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rooms, shop, playing
equipment, clubhouse with a
terrace, etc.
It is compulsory for
participants to bring their
own shoes and gloves. The
rest of the material (clubs and
balls) will be provided by the
organization. Participants can
bring their own clubs.
The purpose of this program is
for participants to learn how
to play golf and improve their
golf skills in an extraordinary
environment, and of course,
to learn English, enjoy
themselves to the fullest and
enjoy what will surely be the
best camp ever.

TOUR BARCELONA EXPERIENCE
Get to know Barcelona, its monuments, the “Camp Nou"
stadium, sunbathe at the beach, visit the aquarium, go
shopping and have an amazing time.
PRICE: € 95. All included
• Return transport to and from Camp Rialp Andorra
• Visit “Camp Nou” football stadium
• Tour Barcelona seeing all the monuments and important
streets
• Spend some time at the beach where you can sunbathe
and take a swim
• Visit to the aquarium of Barcelona
• Breakfast, lunch voucher for a restaurant and a packed
lunch-snack
We need a minimum of 6 participants in order to do this activity.
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Transport
YOUR CHOICE OF TRANSPORT
OPTIONS AND TIMES SHOULD
BE CONFIRMED TO US BEFORE
DEPARTURE (dates subject to
availability of places)
Camp Rialp will have monitors on every
transport and will be responsible for
the participants travelling with them.
They will get in touch some weeks
before departure with the participants.
Change fees in train tickets should be
paid instantly. If the student chooses to
cancel his or her enrollment, no refund
will be given.
YOU MUST BE AT THE DEPARTURE
POINT 45 MINUTES BEFORE
DEPARTURE

Arrivals to camp rialp andorra
drivng their own vehicle

CAMP RIALP GUIDE

This Guide is intended to give all relevant information before starting the camp
for the participant and his family, as well as some aspects to consider during the
course of the same. We hope these small guidelines will help you and make the stay
a pleasant experience.

The entry and the exit of the participants
accompanied by parents will be from the
reception of Camp Rialp in the hotel on the
following dates. Entries: 29th of June and 5th,
12th and 18th of July (from 12.30 to 14.00). Exits:
5th, 11th and 18th of July (from 10.30 to 12.00) and
the 24th of July at 9.30. After this time the hotel
will be closed and the Camp will finish.

Doccumentation

Personal care necessities

Before the camp all students should be given part of the signed application
form, and the following documentation attached
- Passport photos
- Photocopy of health insurance card.
- Private health insurance card.
- Medical report in case the participant must get medical treatment during
your stay with us or inform the team of Camp Rialp of any disease or condition
that is considered appropriate
- Sizes for Moto or DH bike or in the case of renting anything in Camp Rialp.
All this documentation must be provided to Camp Rialp before entry.

You should bring articles like: Shower gel, shampoo, hairbrush/comb,
toothbrush, toothpaste, sun screen, lip balm, mosquito repellant, etc.

Parents accompanying their children to Camp
Rialp should remember that access to the
bedrooms or other hotel facilities during the
Camp is not permitted. We ask you to respect
arrival and departure times.

Camp changes
Once it is started, any change or extensions will have a €45 supplement.

Photographs

The parents who have a child in Camp Rialp can
benefit from a discount of 10% in any Daguisa
Group Hotel.

Camp Rialp will post pictures on Facebook and Instagram so the participants
can have access to them. We do not assure that all the groups will appear in the
photos.

Important rules

Laundry
Clothes will be washed once a week and returned within 2 days.
Clothes will only be washed for participants staying more than one week. The
organization will not be responsible for any damage done to clothes from the
washing in the hotel or lost items, forgotten clothing. Lost and found items will
be available as of September.

Material needed
For classes the participant will have to bring the following material: pencil case
with pencils, pens, rubber, colour pencils and scissors, a folder and a notebook
to keep all given material. You can bring as much sports material as you like:
even though Camp Rialp has everything available to the participant for free
(footballs, basketballs etc.) The participant can bring their own music players,
cameras to take photos, mobile phone etc. It is recommended to leave those
things in the hotel bedroom inside the suitcase with a lock or at the hotel
reception.
In any case, the organization is not responsible for the deterioration, loss, theft or
breakage of any material.

TRIP

DEPARTURE DATA

TIME OF
PRESENTATION

DEPARTURE
TIME

RETURN

AVE MADRID-ANDORRA: Meeting point: Atocha station at the
Traveller Statue

29th of June, 5th
and 12th of July

06:30 h.

07:15 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

AVE ZARAGOZA-ANDORRA: Meeting point: AVE station, the
platform of the trains departure.

29th of June, 5th
and 12th of July

08:15 h.

08:50 h.

TRAIN VALENCIA-ANDORRA:
Meeting point: Train station Joaquín Sorolla.

29th of June

05:45 h.

06:30 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

In the camps there are a number of rules that all students are required to
follow and which will be explained to all students and parents before the start
of camp, through this document. Some rules could result in the expulsion of
the participant.
It is completely prohibited to possess or consume tobacco, alcohol, drugs, to
get any sort of tattoo or piercing, to carry out improper conduct or have sexual
intercourse during their stay in the Camps, a breach of any of these rules will
result in immediate expulsion.
Any act of hooliganism, repeated bad behavior, bullying or any behavior that
appears inappropriate, unsuitable or dangerous to others or our facilities,
could lead to their expulsion, and in such cases any damages will be charged
and must be paid for.
If the expulsion of the participant is carried out, parents will be informed
immediately and will be required to fetch their child within 24 hours and
pay the costs incurred for the early return of the participant, without being
entitled to any refund.
Parents are not allowed to visit during the camp stay.

TRAIN CASTELLON-ANDORRA: Meeting point: Train station.

29th of June

06:45 h.

07:15 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

Practical advice

We recommend the participant to bring between €40 and €70 to the camp for
personal expenses like telephone, drinks, shopping etc. The money lodged into
Camp Rialp Bank will be available to take out daily by each participant. In the
case of not lodging money into the Bank, we will not be responsible for any loss
or theft. The timetable of the ‘bank’ will be from 13.00 to 14.00 and from 21.30 to
22.30.

COACH BARCELONA-ANDORRA: Meeting point: Av. Dr.
Marañón in front of the Real Polo Club of Barcelona.

29th of June, 5th
and 12th of July

08:30 h.

09:00 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

In order for the participants and parents to enjoy this experience in a
comfortable and easy way, we give some practical advice on important aspects
to consider for the Camp.

Health and medication

COACH LLEIDA-ANDORRA: Meeting point: AVE Station.

29th of June, 5th
and 12th of July

9:30 h.

10:00 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

Clothes

COACH BILBAO-ANDORRA: Meeting point: Plaza Sagrado
Corazón. Bus stop. Gran Vía exit.

29th of June and
12th of July

06:00 h.

06:30 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

COACH SAN SEBASTIAN-ANDORRA: Meeting point: Illumbe.
Parking bullring arena.

29th of June and
12th of July

07:15 h.

07:45 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

COACH PAMPLONA-ANDORRA: Meeting point: Service area
Zuasti, AP-15.

29th of June and
12th of July

08:00 h.

08:15 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

TRANSFER AIRPORT-ANDORRA: The transfers from the
airport are calculated for a minimum of 4 people per trip.

29th of June, 5th
and 12th of July

9:30 h.

10:00 h.

11th, 18th and
24th of July

11th, 18th and
24th of July

SINGLE: The transfers from the airport are calculated for a minimum of 4 people per trip. RETURN: The departures must be
between 15.30 and 19.00h. The prices include the train ticket and/or the minibus to Camp Rialp accompanied by a monitor.
The prices of the COACH and of the TRANSFERS are calculated for a minimum of 8 people per trip.

Prices
PRICE
INCLUDES

Accommodation and services in full board with snacks. English course of 3 hours a day with classes
and educational and recreational material. Activity programme, sports, excursions, parties and evening
activities. Medical care and health, accident and liability insurance,. Laundry once a week. Transport to all
activities and equipment if specified. Participant information and guidance. Course report, programme and
final diploma.

THE PRICE
DOES NOT
INCLUDE

One-way transportation to Camp Rialp, or DH Bike or Karting equipment rentals, loss or damage to
objects insurance, medicines and personal expenses.

NOTE

Once the Camp starts, any change or extension will have a supplement of €45 plus the Camp price (€75
if it’s Adventure Camp). In case of partial or total cancellation there will be no refund. The swimming cap
costs €1.
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Participants should bring summer clothes and some warm clothes, some type
of coat, some type of waterproofs, swimwear, swimming cap (obligatory), towel
for pool, pool shoes, change of underwear, pyjamas, pants, short-sleeved shirts,
socks, shorts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, sneakers, sandals, hat, backpack, camera,
etc. For participants of the specific camps, you should remember to include all
the clothes needed to practice these sports in your suitcase. It is advisable that
the clothes are marked with the full name of the participant, to help locate
them in case of loss or theft.
ADVENTURE: Informal clothes, 2 or 3 swimsuits and old sports trainers
DISCOVERY: Sports clothes and hiking shoes, backpack, raincoat, sunglasses,
cap, micro fiber towel, sweatshirt, notepad and pen field.
BASKET: 2 basketball kits and specific basketball shoes
SOCCER: 2 Football kits, football boots and sports shoes.
DH BIKE: Full kit or, if not, available to rent from Camp Rialp, plus sports shoes,
gloves and sun glasses.
EXTREME: Appropriate and comfortable clothes to do the chosen activity.
Protection.
HORSE: Bag, long trousers that can be made short, flashlight, hat, sleeping bag,
toiletries.
OFF ROAD MOTO: Moto equipment which can be rented in Camp Rialp.
RACING MOTO: Moto equipment which can be rented in Camp Rialp
THE VOICE: Free choice.
DANCE: Comfortable clothes, stretchy and casual and jazz or flexible shoes.
GOLF: Comfortable clothes, hat, glasses, golf shoes and gloves
TENNIS-PADDLE: 2 tennis-paddle outfits, shoes and rackets.
SKATING: Long waterproof trousers, gloves and long socks.
MAGIC: Comfortable clothes
ACTING: Comfortable clothes
KARTING: Karting overalls and trainers
PHOTO: Comfortable clothes
In case a camp has less than 4 participants, the organization reserve the right to
cancel the camp. In this case, another camp of the same price will be offered.

Glasses
All the participants who wear glasses MUST bring an extra pair. In case of broken
or lost glasses the organization is not responsible.

Bedrooms
The students must leave their bedrooms tidy in the mornings to allow the
cleaners to do their work.
It is forbidden to enter the bedrooms of other students or leave the bedrooms
after 24.00 h unless given permission by a monitor. The participants have to be
in their bedrooms from 23.30 pm If these rules are not abided by it may lead to
expulsion from the camp.

Pocket money and Camp Rialp Bank

Should the participant need medication or necessary worming during their stay
in the camps, they have to give it to their monitor or the person responsible for
nursing and the costs are your own responsibility. It is strongly recommended
that participants carry a kit for lice (brush, shampoo etc).
It is mandatary that the participant brings a private medical insurance plan.

Contact telephone and mobile numbers and timetable
The participants can have their mobile phone to receive and make calls during
the timetable established by Camp Rialp. It is advisable to label your mobile.
The participants who have a mobile phone, can ONLY connect from 8.00-9.00
am, from 13.00-14.00 pm, from 19:00 to 20.00pm and from 21.30-23.00pm. It is
forbidden to make contact outside of these hours.
If participants make a call from the hotel room, the parents are responsible for
the cost and must pay the amount, before the departure of the participant.
For those parents who want contact with their children during their stay at
Camp Rialp, they can call the number of the hotel, which is detailed below
under the following schedule: 14:30-15:00h and 20:30-21:00h. Out of these
times no participant will be able to talk on the phone at the reception.
* Parents are advised NOT to call daily. It is advisable to make one or two calls
a week.

HOTEL EURO ESQUI **** Teléfono: +376 736 666
CAMP RIALP MOBILES
+376 687329 / +376 687328

The mobile numbers given Camp Rialp, are not indicated to talk to the
participant, they only serve to communicate any important information to the
organization.
These mobiles are only available from the 29th of June until the 24th of July.

IT’S OBLIGATORY TO BRING
ORIGINAL PASSPORT or ID CARD.
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DON'T MISS
OUT OUR
2018 CAMP VIDEO

Camp
Rialp '20

www.camprialp.com

